MAHARASHTRA POLICE

JOINING INSTRUCTIONS

13th All India Police Shooting (Sports) Championship-2019
From 13.01.2020 to 18.01.2020

Balewadi Shooting and Wadachi Wadi Firing Range,
Pune, Maharashtra
13th ALL INDIA POLICE SHOOTING (SPORTS) CHAMPIONSHIP- 2019

PUNE, MAHARASHTRA

INTRODUCTION

13th All India Police Shooting (Sports) Championship - 2019 will be held at Balewadi shooting range (Located at Shiv Chhatrapati Krida Sankul, Mhalunge-Balewadi, Pune) and Wadachi Wadi Firing Range (Located at Wadachi Wadi, Undri, Pune) from 13.01.2020 to 18.01.2020. Maharashtra Police will host the Championship.

1. LOCATION OF RANGE:

Balewadi Shooting Range is about 17 kms from Pune Railway Station and 22 Kms from Pune International Airport and Wadachi Wadi Firing Range is about 30 kms from Balewadi.

2. ACCESSIBILITY

Pune is easily accessible by road, train and air. NH4 (connecting Mumbai with Bangalore) passes through Pune. Nearest Airport is at Lohegaon, which is at a distance of about 22 kms from Balewadi, Pune.

3. CLIMATE

Weather in Pune in January is pleasant, with daytime temperature is around 30˚C and night temperature falls to 11˚C. Carrying a normal jacket/sweater will be sufficient.

4. RECEPTION AND REPORTING

Reception centres with responsible officers will be established at Pune Railway Station and at Pune Airport. These centres will start functioning from 10th January 2020. All contingent commanders are requested to intimate their, as well as their team’s travel plan well in advance to enable us to arrange proper reception, transport and accommodation. Officers and members of the team shall make their own return journey arrangements. The teams should report by 12.01.2020 FN at Pune.
5. ACCOMMODATION

Accommodation will be provided for the Team members at Pune. Separate accommodation will be provided for the Team Managers & Officials as well as participants in the rank of Gazetted Officers. All personnel should bring their own bedding. It will not be possible to provide family accommodation to any officer accompanying the Team.

All units are requested to provide details of state and national awardees in order to accommodate them as per protocol.

6. PARTICIPATION

All State police /UTs and CPOs Teams are likely to participate in the 13th All India Police Shooting (Sports) Championship -2019. The Schedule of Events will be sent later. **The Teams should report on 12.01.2020 FN at Pune**, without fail.

7. ELIGIBILITY CONDITIONS

All participants shall have been enlisted in the organization for a continuous period of not less than three months before the date of commencement of the games. A certificate of such eligibility shall be furnished by the head of the police force or an officer not below the rank of IG duly authorized by him for the purpose, and such certificate shall be appended below the nominal roll of the team which is sent to the host for the entry of the team. Every competitor participating in the championship should be borne on the strength of the organization. Entry of one particular competitor will be restricted to the number of matches as provided for in the General Rules by All India Police (Sports) Control Board, New Delhi.

8. ENTRY FORM, NOMINAL ROLL AND ENTRY FEE

The participants are required to submit prescribed entry forms on [www.aipscb.com](http://www.aipscb.com) online before 21.12.2019

A certificate indicating eligibility of the participants (in case of NGOs) including reserves; duly certified that the members have been serving on the organization for a period of not less than 3 months as per AUPSCB Rules. This will be issued by an officer not below the rank of an IGP. Such certificate should be enclosed along with the nominal roll. The players should carry with them their identity cards, Entry fees of Rs.100/- per participant including Reserves, Manager, Doctor and Coaches should be sent by D.D. drawn in
favor of Organizing Secretary, 13th All India Policing Shooting (Sports) Championship-2019

**Details of account**

Name of AC: Organizing Secretary, 13th All India Policing Shooting (Sports) Championship-2019

Account No: 38970648955,

IFSC code: SBIN0005951

Bank: State Bank of India,

Branch: Chinchwad Branch, Pune

Branch code: 5951

Entry Forms, duly completed along with Entry fees must reach to the Organizing Secretary by 21.12.2019. After due date no request for entry will be entertained. A copy of entry form and travel plan be sent on aipssc2019@gmail.com

Contingent details must be sent on aipssc2019@gmail.com before 15.12.2019 without fail.

9. **CONDUCT**

The All India Police Shooting (Sports) Championship will be conducted as per the ISSF (International Sports Shooting Federation) Rules and Regulation as amended from time to time subject to conditions prescribed in the General Rules for AIPSSC by the AIPSCB New Delhi. The tentative schedule is enclosed as Appx-A.

10. **OFFICIALS**

Well qualified and NRAI accredited officials will be employed. However, in case of any deficiency, eminent shooters/administrators accompanying the teams will be detailed for officiating.

11. **PRACTICE**

The entire Participants will be given dry practice/training at the Balewadi Shooting Range on 13.01.2020 as per Rules and availability of time.

12. **WEAPONS & AMMUNITION**

All teams will bring their own weapons & required ammunition for practice and firing competition. Magazine facilities will be provided by organizers.
13. OPENING / CLOSING CEREMONY

All firers should participate in the Opening / Closing ceremony.

a) Dress Order: Teams should have good dress for the March-past. All participants in a team shall wear the same dress during March-past.

b) Rehearsal for opening Ceremony shall be held on 13.01.2020 at 15.30 hrs at the Balewadi Shooting Range.

c) The teams shall also bring their unit flags of the following dimensions:

- 6 feet × 4 feet – 01 No. For hoisting on flag post.
- 3 feet × 2 feet – 01 No. For march-past.

d) Team Managers Meeting will be held at the Balewadi Shooting Range on 12.01.2020 at 17.00 hrs.

e) All team departures should be arranged on 18.01.2020 after the closing Ceremony is concluded.

14. REHEARSALS

There will be a full dress Rehearsal of both the ceremonies viz. opening and Closing in accordance with the norms of the police championship. The rehearsal of the opening ceremony shall be held on 13.01.2020, at 15.30hrs at the Balewadi shooting range Pune. The rehearsal for Closing ceremony will be held at the same venue on 17.01.2020.

15. PROTESTS

Protests, clarification if any; should be lodged by the team managers in writing to the Organizing Committee within 2 hrs after the completion of the match along with a protest fee of Rs.2500/-. The decision of the Jury of Appeal shall be final & binding on all the teams.

16. MESS

All the teams are requested to make their own arrangements for mess. They should bring with them sufficient number of cooks, class-IV employees, utensils, administrative staff to establish their mess at the accommodation centers provided for them. However, cooking gas will be made available on payment. An advance of 2500/- has to be paid on arrival, for this purpose. No fire food will be allowed for cooking.
17. MEDICAL

Medical Aid Post will be established at the firing Range.

18. SECURITY ARRANGEMENTS

In Order to ensure security, all officials and members of the team will be required to carry their identity cards. Every member of the participating team should bring two recent passport size photographs in uniform in purpose of preparing AIPSSC-2019 identity card. It is emphasized that all security related instructions displayed and communicated be strictly observed. Team managers/in-charge are requested to ensure highest standards of discipline by their respective team members.

19. ARRIVAL OF TEAMS

All participating teams are requested to reach Pune on 12th January, 2020 FN. It is emphasized that it will not be possible to render any administrative assistance to the teams arriving at Pune before 12th January, 2020. All teams should intimate their arrival travel plan to the control room latest by 23 December 2019 to avoid any inconvenience. Since railways have their well established computer network throughout the country, return journey reservation may please be made by the teams themselves; as it will not be possible to arrange for railway reservation at short notice.

20. TRANSPORT

As most of the team and team managers are expected to come by train, vehicles will be provided to receive the team at Pune railway station to the place of stay. Vehicles will be provided to the Team managers/Captain for their transportation during their stay. It is emphasized that it will not be possible to provide individual vehicles to the officers.

21. DISCIPLINE

Very high standard of discipline is expected from all officers and men of the participating teams. Team managers will be personally responsible for orderly conduct of their team members during period of the championship.
22. ARMS & AMMUNITION AND OTHER EQUIPMENT

All teams are requested to deposit their arms and ammunition at the strong room established at Balewadi shooting range, Pune. It shall be the responsibility of the teams/participants to ensure safe custody of the strong room. Team managers/in-charge are advised to bring boxes with locking arrangements so that the weapons kept in the strong room are doubly secured.

23. UNIFORM

All the members of the participating teams are requested to be in their prescribed dress codes during various competitions and during the opening and closing ceremonies. All the competitors are advised to display their identity cards issued by the Organizing Secretary, 13th All India Police Shooting (Sports) Championship 2019

24. CO-ORDINATION & CORRESPONDENCES

All the correspondence pertaining to 13th All India Police Shooting (Sports) Championship 2019 may be addressed to :-

Organizing Secretary, AIPSSC-2019
O/o. Commissioner of Police, Pimpri-Chinchwad,
Premlok Park, Chinchwad, Pune-411033 Maharashtra.
Email : aipssc2019@gmail.com
Office No. : 020 29520052
Fax : 020 27351445

25. CONTROL ROOM

A round the clock control room will be function with effect from 8th January 2020 till departure of all the teams. Arrival and departure of the teams would be registered at the control room for further management. The following information will be available at the control room

1) Programme of events
2) Latest results of the teams
3) Arrival and departure of the teams
**Important Phone Numbers**

a) Shri Ramnath Pokale, IPS  
Addl. C.P., Pimpri-Chinchwad  
Mob: 9867441100  
Off: 020 27350120  
Email: addlcp.pcpc-mh@gov.in

b) Shri Sudhir Hiremath, IPS  
DCP HQ, Pimpri-Chinchwad  
Mob: 8928355835  
Off: 020 27350933  
Email: dcphq.pcpc-mh@gov.in

c) Shri Shridhar Jadhav  
ACP Admin, Pimpri-Chinchwad  
Mob: 9823016572  
Off: 020 27350901  
Email: acpadmin.pcpc-mh@gov.in

d) Police Control  
Room, Pimpri-Chinchwad  
Off: 020 27352500  
020 27352600  
Email: pcpcpro2018@gmail.com

**CHECK LIST FOR THE ACTION TO BE TAKEN**

1) The teams must report at Pune, Maharashtra on 12th January 2020 FN.
2) All participants of the teams should wear Track suits for the march past.
3) All teams must bring flags of the prescribed size.
4) Entry forms duly completed along with entry fee must reach the organizing secretary on or before 17.12.2019
5) All teams will bring their own cooks, followers, cooking utensils, beddings and mosquito nets.
6) Details of arrival; if any available at the time of sending enclosed forms, may please be communicated through Fax/email at the earliest.
7) The team managers and the captains are personally responsible for maintenance of highest degree of discipline, in and outside the venues during their stay at Pune, Maharashtra.

Pimpri Chinchwad Police Commissionerate welcomes you to Pune and we will assist to ensure that your stay and participation in the tournament, goes without any hassles.

(Sandeep Bishnoi)  
Organizing Secretary  
13th All India Police Shooting (Sports) Championship 2019  
Pimpri Chinchwad, Maharashtra